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North Shore Girls visit Care
Free Living

Overby Visits Cook County
By Kitty Mayo
Paula Overby was in Grand
Marais last month, previewing
the documentary for public viewing called: “Scarred Lands &
Wounded Lives”, combining two
issues that Overby holds at the
top of her priority list: war and
environmental stewardship.
Overby is running for U.S.
Senate in 2020, seeking to fill the
seat now held by former Lt. Governor Tina Smith. In 2018
Overby ran for senate as a Green
Party candidate, but this time
around she is seeking endorsement by the Democratic-FarmLabor (DFL) party.

(Photo by Lisa Hoff)
There’s more to hockey (or any other team sport for that matter)
than just showing up to the rink, strapping on skates and shooting
pucks. There’s team building, practices, learning to work together, and
even volunteering.
The North Shore girls’ varsity hockey team, a cooperative of Two
Harbors, Silver Bay, and north, spent some quality time last Saturday
volunteering and visiting with residents at Care Free Living in Silver
Bay. They played a variety of games, enjoyed some laughs, and chatted with the residents, but cribbage was the big hit!

Heart Attack Snow?
Yes, and No
By Kitty Mayo
You probably don't need anyone to tell you that shoveling
snow is hard work. Most of us
around the northland are pretty
clear on that point this time of
year. However, if you have wondered why exactly you see headlines about heart attacks on the
rise after snowfalls, a new physician at Lake View Hospital in
Two Harbors can explain.
Dr. Tolga Hanhan came on staff
in Two Harbors this last September. After teaching middle school
science for twelve years in Superior, Wisconsin, he went to medical school at the University of
Minnesota, and completed his
residency in Duluth.
“Snow shoveling is a known
trigger for heart attacks because
the cold temperature can constrict heart vessels, raise your
blood pressure quickly and cause
deposits in your arteries to break
free and cause a blockage,” said
Hanhan.
You go from watching the football game on the couch to sudden
intense exertion. I don't want to
judge, but you maybe also had a
whopping portion of sodiumpacked cheesy nachos to fortify
yourself. All of that sudden heartthudding in cold-narrowed arteries, coming as a great surprise to
your somewhat sluggish circulatory system, can cause cholesterol plaque build up to bust

Hailing from Eagan, Overby
took time out of last weekend for
a phone interview with the North
Shore Journal. She talked about
what she had learned from her
last campaign experience.
“Last year I ran for senate
against Amy Klobuchar as a coalition of all the minor parties, as a
third party candidate. The idea of
a third party is really popular,
and I've felt a strong opposition
to partisan politics. But, eventually it always coalesces to a twoparty race. The way things are set
up right now, it is impossible to
win as a third-party candidate,”
said Overby.
Calling war a destructive force
on climate, Overby says that actions like the deforestation of
Vietnam with Agent Orange, and

Dr. Tolga Hanhan, physician at
Lake View Hospital.
loose. And that, friendly and
somewhat relaxed until you
grabbed that shovel northern
folks, is the set-up for a heart attack.
All that being said, Dr. Hanhan
is less concerned about average
citizens who are not in peak athletic condition and just want to
wear our stretchy pants once in a
while.
“We are really talking about
people with known heart disease
or who have had a prior heart attack going from not physically
active at all to high intensity
physical activity in the cold,”
said Hanhan.

Let's put this in perspective: according to the National Safety
Council, around 100 heart attack
deaths per year are related to
snow shoveling throughout the
whole country. That means you
are far more likely to be struck
by a car if you are a pedestrian,
and exponentially more likely to
be injured or killed in a car accident. Injuries that occur while
snow shoveling are a more realistic concern, totaling around
12,000 per year in the U.S.
Nonetheless, avoiding a heart
attack is a solid idea, so Dr.
Hanhan offers some tips for offsetting risks:
• Warm up ahead of time. Get
that blood flowing and
muscles limbered by moving
around before you head out,
or do some warm up tasks out
in the yard before you pick
up the shovel.
• Dress in layers. Stay warm so
that your artery constriction
is less pronounced from cold
exposure.
• Stay hydrated. Be sure to
have a good amount of noncaffeinated beverages on

the eliminating of Afghanistan's
forests by Russian and U.S.
forces over decades are reasons
for concern, along with wasted
resources and loss of life and
health for U.S. military personnel.
“We are fighting these wars
without any real justification, and
60 percent of the country's discretionary budget is military. The
best way to support our veterans
is to keep them safe and bring
them home, and stop the movement for privatization of veterans
healthcare,” said Overby.
The reason Overby puts the environment at the lead of her priorities is that she feels it impacts
policies, politics, and economics.
“Climate change and environmentalism is not a new problem,
but we have to realize the urgency of it now, and create more
political energy around it,” said
Overby.
Focusing on the voices in rural
Minnesota is another issue on
Overby's agenda:
“Rural America is vitally important to this country. Along
with the migration of wealth has
been a migration of industry, and
local control of local economies
has shifted away from a time
when companies were much
more invested in communities,”
said Overby.

board before starting your
shoveling workout.
• Use a smaller snow shovel.
Prolong your workout by taking smaller scoops, or pushing snow when possible, lowering your hardcore muscular
push.
• Take breaks. Make it a marathon, not a sprint. Pace yourself and you will not be as
likely to redline or harm
yourself.
Dr. Hanhan also suggests discussing these risks with your
doctor if you are concerned. Consider taking action to address
high blood pressure, high cholesterol, start a regular exercise routine and lose weight.
Of course, being physically fit
is the very best solution to preventing heart attacks of all kinds
including those launched by
snow shoveling.
“Being physically fit ensures
good blood flow to coronary arteries that give the heart blood,”
said Hanhan.
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